reduce the load over the wireless network, which in turn leads to better system scalability.
paper, we propose a server-side prefetching scheme that predicts whicreus t server load and improves the system client movements andhenceprefetches the correspondingimages. In scalability. We compared the proposed approach addition, an event driven simulator was designed and implemented (prediction-based technique), with an alternative approach to evaluate the perfoimance ofthe proposed scheme. The simulator that sends images covering the surrounding environments was used to compare between prediction-based prefetching and (localization-based technique). The performance of both prefetching images based on spatial locality Several experiments approaches is studied with different movement patterns were conducted to study the perfoimance using different movement and different types of VEs. patterns and different virtual environments (VEs). The results have The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. shown that the hit ratio of the prediction-based scheme is greater Section 2 presents related work while the proposed than the localization scheme in the case ofrandom and circular walk approach is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses movement patterns by approximately 35% and J7'Y, respectively our simulation model. Section 5 presents performance For a VE with high level of details, the proposed scheme evaluation results. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions outperfonns the localization scheme by approximately 13%. and futurework However, for a VE with low level ofdetails, the localization based scheme ou4perfonns theproposed scheme by only 5%. The client sends periodic updates with its position in the how to use these images to recover during a handoff virtual scene to the server, which performs a look-ahead interval (possible disconnected operation). We argue that strategy to compute images which most likely will be streaming fewer images with high prediction quality will required by the client in the upcoming movements. The server streams the images scheduled according to their The data structure of the VE model is an m x n matrix propagate as the number of predicted steps increases. of cells. We first modeled each cell with four images each Thus, we decided to send only one predicted image at the representing a 900 FOV. However, if part of the FOV is time. On the other hand, sending images that cover a missed (part of the image is in the FOV), its wider FOV consumes the bandwidth but guarantees a corresponding image is considered a miss due to the large higher hit ratio for certain movement patterns.
II
granularity (a partial miss). Consequently, panorama
In our system, the server first transmits the image of images were used as a fine-grained representation of the the user's existing position. Next The experiments did not consider the effect of network We studied two types of movements based on the conditions such as bandwidth and latency on the hit ratio. description provided in [3] , the random walk (RW) and This is because the same conditions affect both the changing circular pattern (CCP). In the RW approaches in the same manner. However, we plan to movement pattern, each step is either a translation with an investigate these effects in our future work. arbitrary length or rotation with an arbitrary angle. Two parameters were used to characterize the RW movement A. Prediction-based Prefetching Performance pattern, the maximum number of steps the client spends in one path (S), and the rotation ratio in the movement (R).
The effect of increasing window size on the hit ratio was Large S represents navigation in straight lines. in the weighted average prediction scheme for RW and CCP (Eq. 2) in order. The hit ratio for RW increases as cc increases reaching a hit ratio of 4500 at c=1, i.e., when the the other is the rotation ratio in the movement (R), which prediction estimates the next position from the previous indicates how much the movement pattern has random step only. On the other hand, the hit ratio for CCP was rotations. almost constant with mean 24.88 and 900o confidence
As observed in Figure 6 , when S=1 the localization interval [24.12, 25.64]. Recall that in CCP each step technique performs better than the prediction technique. includes a rotation with an angle that changes every four This is due to the fact that the client position changes steps. This suggests that most of the movement time the every step, which results in reducing the prediction change in position is constant. That is why oc does not efficiency. As S increases, the prediction method affect the hit ratio.
outperforms the localization counterpart. Prediction prefetching is shown to perform better with mean 34.83
The Effect of RW on prefetching accuracy. The first Rotation r-atio experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of the Fig.7 . Effect of(R) on the hit ratio. RW movement pattern parameters on the prefetching accuracy. The first parameter is the maximum number of Ef0fect of diJferent VE models. The second experiment steps the client remains in one movement path (S), while studies the performance with different VE models for RW and CCP (Figures 8 and 9 study the effect of changing the client buffer on the hit In Figure 8 , for RW, as the ratio cell size/ step size ratio with both prefetching schemes. The client buffer was decreases, the hit ratio decreases due to the fact that in changed from 1000 images (10 MB) to For circular walk, Figure 9 shows that for the VE 
